BEST PRACTICE

W H AT M A K E S M E R G E R S W O R K ?
Only half of all M&A activity actually improves shareholder returns.
Here’s how to maximize your chances for success.

by Albert J. Viscio,
John R. Harbison,
Amy Asin and Richard P. Vitaro

ERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

Deals” study identifies the key strate-

applying the best practices should en-

are fast becoming essential

gies and best practices used by lead-

hance the chances of success and

elements of corporate strategy. The

ing companies during strategy for-

help avoid catastrophic pitfalls.

worldwide value of mergers and ac-

mulation, pre-merger planning and

quisitions announced in 1998 pushed

post-merger implementation that

RISKY PROPOSITION: CREATING

the $2.5 trillion mark — more than 50

helped them achieve higher levels of

VALUE THROUGH MERGERS

percent higher than the previous year

success in their mergers and acquisi-

Our research tested, as did many

— and activity for 1999 is also brisk.

tions. The process is not an easy one,

studies before it, some key variables

Yet recent research shows that only

though. Our findings show that merg-

believed in conventional wisdom to

about half of these merged companies

ers represent a challenging and risky

have an impact on the success of

have succeeded relative to peers, and

strategic decision. The decision to

mergers.Inour“BestDeals”study, we

despite a growing body of experience,

merge should be fully challenged be-

combed through the 117 most sig-

the success rate is not improving.

fore companies decide to go ahead,

nificant deals closed between Janu-

Still, a handful of companies have

particularly given the average perfor-

ary 1 ,1 9 9 4a n dJ u l y3 0 ,1 9 9 6f o rw h i c h

demonstrated that high levels of suc-

mance of the returns and the risk as-

wecouldestablishclear, value-based

cess can indeed be achieved on a re-

sociated with the potential outcomes.

metrics. We looked at numerous fac-

peated basis — success that shows in

Even with thoughtful planning and

tors such as industry groups, premi-

preparation, best practices and focus,

umpaid,vertical/horizontalmergers,

success is not guaranteed. However,

sizeratios(marketcapitalizationand

superior overall performance.
The Booz-Allen & Hamilton “Best
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sales) and time to complete deals.
What did we find? Our analysis
identified no statistically significant

EXHIBIT I
SUCCESS OF MERGER AND ACQUISITION
ACTIVITY VS. INDUSTRY PEERS, 1994-1996

factor that could predict success or
failure as defined by shareholder value creation relative to industry peers.
The study found a high level of variability associated with potential returns. More startling, perhaps, our
study produced the counterintuitive
finding that purchase premium is not
a predictor of success.
Still, trends did emerge. First, the
study showed a wide range of performance by companies engaged in significant transactions, highlighting the
risk. We found that one-sixth of the
companies increased shareholder val-

Source: Securities Data Corporation; CRSP, Center for Research in Security Prices,
Graduate School of Business, the University of Chicago, 1999, used with permission,
all rights reserved; BA&H analysis

EXHIBIT II
PURCHASE PREMIUM AND DEAL SUCCESS

ue by more than 44 percent over industry peers, while another sixth lost
more than 44 percent versus industry
peers. (See Exhibit I.) Additionally,
half of all mergers failed to deliver excess returns: 51.3 percent underperformed relative to industry peers.

Note:0%
shareholder
value creation
means that
company
performed as
well as peers.

Given the average chance of success and the wide variance in potential outcomes, it is vital that boards,
management and shareholders fully
appreciate the risks and rewards prior to any merger. Before starting
down this risky path, it is important
to consider whether it is the best
Source: Securities Data Corporation; CRSP,
Center for Research in Security Prices; BA&H analysis

strategic option and the optimal use
of capital, given the traditional investment performance and the sig-

...............................

nificant complexity associated with a

success? Our research enabled us to

nesses in which the acquirer and ac-

merger.

examine dozens of possible correla-

quiree compete.

tions. In particular, we looked at three

1. Correlation of Purchase Pre-

HANDICAPPING THE ODDS

variables: the purchase premium paid

miums. Our study showed that the

OF SUCCESS

by the acquirer; the relative size of the

purchase premium paid is not corre-

Are there key variables that serve as

acquirer and the acquiree, and the

lated to the deal’s success. (See Ex-

indicators or predictors of a deal’s

overlap (or lack thereof) in the busi-

hibit II.) In other words, companies
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EXHIBIT III
PURCHASE PREMIUM PAID IN THE MOST SUCCESSFUL DEALS

stock at $25 a share, 25 percent below
its 1994 high when the deal
was announced (in late
1994). Meanwhile, Transco had been struggling under a heavy debt load that
was incurred in settling
poorly priced gas contracts
in the mid-1980’s. Williams
had capital to invest, having
just sold its Wiltel Network
Services unit to LDDS Communications (now known as
MCI Worldcom) for about $1.6

Notes:
(1) Value index and value created measure shareholder value from 20 trading days before deal announcement to
500 trading days post-close. Value index compares the value created by the combined company to that of peers
in the industry of both original companies.

billion after tax. Williams’ strategic vision,

coupled

with

its

ability

to manage the significant change in-

(2) Deals listed are top 10 deals between 1994 and 1996 based on value index.
Source: Securities Data Corporation;
CRSP, Center for Research in Security Prices; BA&H analysis

herent in a merger, enabled the
Williams/Transco entity to outper-

...............................

form industry peers by 62 percent

that paid very high premiums did no

more than they would have to in a

additional value.

worse than companies that paid small

well-played negotiation, they knew

The deal between Tyco Interna-

premiums, or in some cases, no pre-

that the additional premium was

tional Ltd., a diversified manufactur-

miums at all. The reason is that com-

justifiable relative to the value they

ing and service company, and Kendall

panies that were successful in merg-

observed in the potential merger.

International Inc. in October 1994 is

and create more than $4.7 billion in

ers and acquisitions were able to

Two deals illustrate this point

another example of a merger with a

create value an order of magnitude

well. In May 1995, the Williams Com-

noteworthy premium that created sig-

greater than the purchase premium

panies paid a 307 percent premium

nificant shareholder value. At the

they paid.

(the largest in our database) for the

time, Tyco’s most important lines of

Exhibit III shows the companies

Transco Energy Company, creating

disposable products were used in

in our “Best Deals” study that per-

the nation’s largest volume natural

hospitals and nursing homes. These

formed the best in percentage terms

gas pipeline system. Transco is the

included single-use electrodes for

relative to their peers. Note that in

largest of the five interstate pipeline

electrocardiographs, blood bags, in-

some cases the purchase premium

systems owned by Williams.

travenous bags, etc. Tyco already had

paid was very high as a percentage of

While analysts were cool to the

about $100 million in such business

target market capitalization. Howev-

deal, Williams saw the real value in in-

and had decided it wanted more. In

er, the value created in dollar terms

vesting in Transco’s equipment and

1994, therefore, Tyco bought Kendall,

was even higher. These companies re-

having access to the valuable Eastern

a market leader in disposable medical

alized that the merger was one step in

United States market. Wall Street im-

products. At a 39 percent premium it

a path to achieve a vision for their

mediately took more than $250 mil-

was also considered too rich by Wall

company in the long run. While the

lion — more than 10 percent — off

Street, which underestimated Tyco’s

companies did not want to pay any

Williams’ market value, leaving the

ability to build businesses and the
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level of complementarity between the

sured by similarity in primary SIC

mergers driven by consolidation; that

two companies’ capabilities. A July

code, showed no significant correla-

deal delivered 66 percent in excess

1994 article in USA Today written

tion and very wide variances. (See Ex-

return. Conversely, other companies

a few weeks after the deal was an-

hibit V.) Some, such as USA Waste

used acquisitions in different but

nounced characterized it as one that

Services’ acquisition of Western

related industries to advance their

showed “naïveté about refusals to

Waste Industries, were horizontal

strategies. An example is the Tosco

pay too much and making ‘pure

...............................

strategic fits’ in a deal that may or
may not be synergistic.” Tyco’s stock
price dropped almost 10 percent in

EXHIBIT IV
CAPITALIZATION RATIO AND DEAL SUCCESS

the ensuing weeks. However, Tyco
had a vision. It knew that the Kendall
management team and capabilities
could be a strong foundation for growing the disposable medical products
business. It added four subsequent

Note for
Exhibits IV & V:
0% shareholder
value creation
means that
company
performed as
well as peers.

acquisitions, and the division that
was started with the Kendall acquisition is now at $3.4 billion in sales versus about $100 million for Tyco originally. In this example, more than $3.1
billion in market value was created.
2. A Question of Relative Size.

Another factor we examined was the
relative size of the acquirer and target
company to determine if some ap-

EXHIBIT V
INDUSTRY OVERLAP AND DEAL SUCCESS

proaches, such as acquiring small
companies, were more productive
than others. Our analysis compared
acquirer to target in terms of market
capitalization and sales, and the absolute size of the acquirer, to see if any
excess returns existed. No excess returns were found. (See Exhibit IV.)
3. Industry Similarity. Finally, we

examined whether excess returns
were derived from the type of merger
created using several different methods. We found no excess returns for
vertical (different industry) or horizontal (similar industry) mergers. For
example, industry similarity between

Source (both):Securities DataCorporation;
CRSP, Center for Research in Security Prices; BA&H analysis

the two partners in the deal, as mea-
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Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

EXHIBIT VI
MERGER AND ACQUISITION PROCESS

...............................
Corporation’s acquisition of the Circle

that the most successful companies

new distribution and/or cross-selling

K Corporation, which allowed Tosco

link effective strategic formulation,

opportunities. In many instances,

to outperform peers by 65 percent.

pre-merger planning and post-merger

mergers have helped define funda-

Circle K, now the marketing division

integration. (See Exhibit VI.) Having

mental changes in a given industry

of Tosco, is the largest operator of

all three components is critical for

(the British Petroleum Company/the

company-owned convenience stores

success:

Amoco Corporation) or across indus-

in the United States.

• A vision, strategically formulated,

tries (AT&T/Tele-Communications Inc.).

for where the company is going and

Once an industry deal is initiated,

HOW TO INCREASE THE ODDS

how the deal fits. Companies then

many other companies often are dri-

OF SUCCESS

identify the appropriate targets and

ven into the merger game to compete

So if these simple measures give us no

get the deal done.

on the same scale. Many companies

clues about why some companies do

• A pre-merger process that targets

are driven by urgency to buy rather

better than others, how can we draw

companies with the right capabili-

than to be bought; to buy because it

conclusions? In order to understand

ties, gets the deal done and begins

seems faster than to build, or to buy

why certain companies are able to

the integration through rigorous

because the pace of business is sim-

achieve higher returns, we looked be-

planning and building of trust

ply too fast to be slow adding capa-

hind the scenes to study the details of

among the players.

bilities. The problem then is that all

what they did — beyond the simple

• A post-merger process that seeks to

too often companies view the merger

measurements and into the complex

capture well-defined sources of val-

itself as the strategic end game. This

texture of their merger and acquisi-

ue and is led in a way that captures

is particularly true in consolidating in-

tion process.

as much value as possible as quick-

dustries such as banking, where

ly as possible.

every company seems to be compet-

In addition to the “Best Deals”
study, we tapped into the findings of

ing just to get big. But successful com-

our 1997 study entitled, “Making Ac-

ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGE

panies understand that the deal is a

quisition Work: Capturing the Value of

OF STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP

means to an end and not an end in it-

the Deal.” This examined a sample of

There are many reasons why a com-

self. In fact, in many cases, the deal

35 companies worldwide that are ac-

pany may choose to merge. Much of

will be the first of several that piece

tive in mergers and acquisitions and

the deal activity of recent years has

together the needed capabilities to

examined the use of 100 tactics to dis-

been driven by strategic reasons such

achieve the vision.

cern the differences between those

as consolidation; convergence across

Our research into corporate

that were successful and those that

technologies and/or industries; tech-

growth (see, for example, “Toward a

were not.

nology control and management (eas-

New Theory of Growth” in Issue 2, or

How can a company increase the

ier to buy than build, defensive ma-

“10X Value: The Engine Powering

odds? Our combined research shows

neuver); geographic expansion, or

Long-Term Shareholder Returns” in
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Issue 8) shows that the fastest grow-

industry or set of industries. It should

needed to succeed. Tyco manage-

ing companies look at mergers and ac-

be based on the dynamic changes in

ment knew where Kendall fit and was

quisitions as part of an overall strate-

the key forces of a given industry and

able to convince Kendall management

gy to roll out their expertise. Many of

not be merely an extension of given

of the same.

these fastest growing companies are

business plans, adjusted for inflation.

Unfortunately, for many compa-

able to produce strategic or prod-

A view of the future environment will

nies, the vision and true strategy work

uct/process innovations internally

help companies evaluate existing ca-

is begun after the acquisition. Too of-

and then use acquisitions as a way to

pabilities and provide an understand-

ten the transaction focuses on the

roll out that innovation across new

ing of where a potential merger could

numbers without regard to the hard

markets or geographies. An example

serve to meet the strategy. In many

work of creating market-disrupting

of this is Newell Rubbermaid, which

instances, significant mergers have a

strategies. The result is an underper-

has used acquisitions to spread its

fundamental, industry-altering impact

forming merger.

management philosophy and manu-

on a company and its key competitors.

facturing, distribution and sales ex-

Acquisitions and alliances are

pertise across a wide variety of prod-

two alternatives to building the ca-

Once the vision is set and an acquisi-

uct categories. Newell Rubbermaid

pabilities needed for companies to

tion is determined to be a potential

manufactures and markets high-vol-

drive toward a vision. If an acquisition

path, companies must begin the eval-

ume consumer products, including

is called for, it is critical that this orig-

uation process. Successful companies

housewares, home furnishings, office

inal vision be kept in the forefront

have a good understanding of what

products, and hardware and tools.

while companies plan and execute the

they are seeking. Because the whole

PRE-MERGER DANCE

merger. It should drive the strategic

transaction path started at the point

CHECKING THE COMPLETENESS

intent of the merger and the priorities

of fulfilling the company’s vision by

OF THE VISION

of the integration process.

buying capabilities, the company

Companies rarely go into an acquisi-

Finally, the merger will work best

knows what capabilities it needs and

tion thinking that they do not have a

if both companies agree on the vision

understands the long-run value of

vision. Here is how to tell if it is real:

for the overall company going for-

having these capabilities in hand.

• Does it include a plan for disrupting

ward and where the acquisition fits in-

From that list of capabilities they are

the market or changing the rules of

to that vision. Most of the top-per-

able to methodically screen and eval-

the game in the industry?

forming companies with which we

uate potential targets. Evaluating

spoke cited agreement on vision as a

strategic, financial and capability

critical factor in the success of the

measures, they are able to select a po-

deal and the ultimate strategy.

tential candidate. Further, they need

• Does it consider the competitive en-

vironment at all?
• Doesitincludea seriesofstepstoget

fromhere tothere,oneofwhichhap-

Again, look at Tyco’s purchase of

to structure the appropriate deal,

p e n st ob e a mergeroracquisition?

Kendall. Tyco’s overall corporate vi-

come to a “good” price and create the

• Does the merger or acquisition tar-

sion was to dominate the four busi-

optimal alliance.

get understand and agree with the

nesses in which it was engaged. It held

overall combined company vision

a small position in the disposable

workmanlike fashion. The two com-

and its role in achieving it?

medical products business and need-

panies move down two paths simul-

• Are there leaders in place who be-

ed to dramatically build its capabili-

taneously. First, they want to make

lieve in the vision and are ready to

ties if it ever hoped to dominate the

sure they uncover anything that

help carry it out?

Due diligence is handled in a

business. The Kendall deal was the

would stand in the way of doing the

The vision should be a robust

first of four acquisitions in this market

deal. Is the accounting sound? Are the

view of the future state of a given

that eventually gave Tyco what it

assets and capabilities they would
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acquire of the quality they expect?

several key sources, and depending

In addition to considering the full

What is the culture of the target and

upon the circumstances of the merg-

range of value options, successful

how well would it fit? Are there any

er, some will be more valuable than

companies know how to use the pre-

employment contracts or other oblig-

others. As an example, the following

merger process to speed value cap-

ations pending? Companies blinded

areas are generally useful to consider

ture. This allows them to improve

by the desire to complete a deal may

when identifying sources of value:

cash flow, stem investors’ and other

well be stung later if they fail to complete their objective due diligence.

stakeholders’ fears and move on with
Growth-oriented

the other elements of the plan to

Nevertheless,thesecondpathis

• New products, service offerings,

achieve their vision. One company,

theheart ofpre-mergerplanning.The

markets, customer segments, dis-

for example, used a secure intranet

tribution channels

system housed by a third party to be-

companies need to collect the data
thatwillallowthemtomeasure exactl yt h e sourceof v a l u ef ro mt h et r a n s-

• Enhanced market presence, market

capture

gin defining and collecting benchmarking information about the two

action.What additional revenuecan

• Enhanced product development

companies before the close of the

they expect?Where will they b ea b l e

efficiency (leveraged R&D, internal

deal. By working together to define

to cut costs? What capabilities will

best practices)

the benchmarks, the two sides built

theyacquire (expectedandunexpected)onwhichtheycanbuild?Whatwill

• Combined technologies or capabil-

ities

trust. By using the secure intranet
connection to collect and store data,

theyselloff?Whenwillthisallhappen?

• Leveraged sales force

they were able to move after the close

H o wm u c hw i l li tc o s tt oc o m p l e t e ?

• Increased capture of the value chain

with speed and decisiveness.

very detailed level in this step.They

Efficiency-oriented

AFTER THE DEAL,

know what value is there and when

• Integrated supply chain

THE REAL WORK BEGINS

they will get it. They build the cash

• Leverage

In our “Making Post-Merger Integra-

The best companies plan at a

flows and timing into a model that

procurement volume

(product and non-product)

tion Work” study we tested more than

helpsthem v a l u et h ed e a l .T h e n ,t h a t

• Production footprint optimization

100 post-merger activities and sifted

model becomes the action plan and

• Facility optimization

through them to identify the 60 best-

scorecard for the post-merger inte-

• Vertical integration, de-integration

practice elements that statistically ex-

gration. Additionally, this helpsthem

• Distribution channel optimization

plain why the successful companies

take action quickly after the close.

• Sales force optimization

succeed. Success was achieved when

Several of t h et o p performers in the

• Headquarters consolidation

companies brought together the

“Best Deals” study reported setting

• Support function consolidation (hu-

three dimensions of achieving lasting

detailed plans in this step that were

man resources, finance, I.T.)

thenusedastightguidelinesduringin-

ership. (See Exhibit VII.)

tegration.Whiletheyadmittedthat it

Other

was rare thatthey achieved their ex-

• Financial value (balance sheet

actplan, theywere very clearin stating that without the plan they would
neverhaveachievedtheirgoals.
CAPTURING VALUE FROM
DIFFERENT SOURCES
Value capture can be derived from

change: vision, architecture and leadIn our work with clients we have

items, taxes, etc.)
• Optimized programs and policies

(e.g., benefits programs)

also noticed that the most successful
companies retain sufficient “open architecture” thinking to identify “unanticipated” value during the post-

• Rationalization and/or elimination

merger process. They also exhibit an

of special programs, projects, etc.

aggressiveness that allows them to

• Additional alliances or relation-

capture value more quickly. We have

ships.

worked with several companies that
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have been able to capture at least
double the expected immediate val-

EXHIBIT VII
VISION, ARCHITECTURE AND LEADERSHIP

ue because they were open and ag-

the question, “Why do we
h a v et o m e rg et o achieve
ourvision?”

gressive in the way they searched

Simply put,

for value opportunities.

the entire merger
process can fully

BRINGING IT ALL

challenge and cap-

TOGETHER

tivate management.

Finally, there is the need to bring

The merger process

each of these steps together into

encapsulates

the

a coherent process. In our “Best

most challenging as-

Deals”study, wefoundthatsome

pects of running a

of the most successful compa-

company, and it in-

nies pinned part of their suc-

creases the implica-

cess on creating teams of peo-

tions for key decisions

ple to work from the beginning

while compressing them

on each stage: vision setting;

into a shorter time. It is

pre-merger targeting; negoti-

important to realize the

ation and planning, and final

potential mergers can

integration. In this way they

provide a company and

were able to keep vision at

the capabilities it needs to

the forefront, know where

achieve its vision. It can be

the value would come from

a powerful catalyst to help

and therefore negotiate

a company implement an

the right price, and then

industry-altering strategy.

use that understanding

Likewise, a poorly conceived

to guide the post-merger

or implemented merger can

integration process.

destroy value and/or disad-

The leadership of
that process and the on-

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

.......................

vantage a company relative to
its competitors.

going company is also critical. In most

“do it r ight.”In many instances, this

It is our view that enough experi-

of the successful companies, leaders

canmeanwalkingawayfrom a deal.In

ence exists to significantly increase

from both companies were involved

others, it means fully testing the

the success rate of deals. Some com-

in the process, and in many the target

assumptions of themerger andcriti-

panies have already established this

company’s leadership stayed on to

cally evaluating the organization’s

process as a core capability. In sum-

run the new combined business.

ability toeffectively complete the in-

mary, by combining three steps into a

Evaluatingpotential mergers re-

tegration and to create a new, more

coherent process — having a clear vi-

mains one of the most strategic and

profitable entity. Given therisky and

sion, engaging fully in the pre-merger

essential roles of boards and senior

challenging nature of mergers, the

process and enacting a complete

management. The implications o fa c-

b u rd e no fp ro o fs h o u l db eo nd e m o n-

post-merger process — you increase
the odds of success.

tion, orinaction, can measurablyen-

stratinghow a potentialmergeristhe

hanceorerodesignificantsharehold-

best strategicoption facingthe com-

er value. Therefore, it is essential to

pany. There mustbe a goodanswerto
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